Sleep across chemotherapy treatment: a growing concern for women older than 50 with breast cancer.
To conduct a metasynthesis of human sleep studies that included women aged 50 years and older with breast cancer across chemotherapy treatment. English publications were searched with the terms sleep and breast cancer via Ovid, PubMed, and EBSCO-host databases. Human studies that used sleep-specific instruments published from January 1974-May 2009 were included. Intervention studies also were included if they provided baseline sleep data. Studies that used quality-of-life or symptom instruments or in which patients were prescreened for insomnia were not included. 382 publications were found; 17 met inclusion criteria, and 3 additional studies were located from the literature on fatigue. Two articles reported on the same study, so a total of 19 studies were included in the review. In women with nonmetastatic breast cancer, subjective and objective sleep quality appear to be poor and nocturnal awakenings frequent across chemotherapy treatment. Daytime sleepiness increases in the active phase of chemotherapy, and insomnia symptoms are common before and following chemotherapy treatment. In women with recurrent or metastatic breast cancer, difficulty falling asleep, nocturnal awakenings, difficulty awakening, and daytime sleepiness are problematic at different points in chemotherapy treatment. Sleep for women, including those older than 50 years, appears to be impaired across chemotherapy treatment, although replication of findings is very limited. Future research should investigate sleep in specific age and minority groups, include daytime sleep and sleepiness, and use standard sleep nomenclature and objective measures.